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Are Clinical Certainty Ratings Helpful
in the Diagnosis of Parkinson’s Disease?
Harsh V. Gupta, MD,1 Shyamal H. Mehta, MD, PhD,1 Nan Zhang, MS,2 Joseph G. Hentz, MS,2 Holly A. Shill, MD,3

Erika Driver-Dunckley, MD,1 Marwan N. Sabbagh, MD,3 Christine M. Belden, PsyD,4 Brittany N. Dugger, PhD,5

Thomas G. Beach, MD, PhD,4 Geidy E. Serrano, PhD,4 Lucia I. Sue,4 Kathryn Davis,4 and Charles H. Adler, MD, PhD1,*

Abstract: Background: Clinical diagnostic criteria for PD rely on rest tremor, bradykinesia, and rigidity. These
features are non-specific and neuropathological confirmation remains the gold standard for diagnosis. This
study presents data on clinical certainty ratings in autopsy-proven PD.
Methods: Subjects were assessed annually by a movement disorders specialist and assigned to a clinical
certainty group for PD based on multiple clinical features before autopsy. The three groups considered for
analysis are as follows: Group I 0–49% certainty, Group II 50-89% certainty, and Group III 90–100% certainty. All
subjects were autopsied and had a standardized neuropathological assessment.
Results: 275 subjects were assigned a PD certainty at their last visit before death. Group I had 80 subjects,
Group II 56 subjects, and Group III 139 subjects. The clinical features recorded in Group I, II, and III, were as
follows: rest tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity, postural instability, asymmetric onset, persistent asymmetry, current
response to dopaminergic treatment, motor fluctuations, and dyskinesia. Rigidity, postural instability,
asymmetric onset, current response to dopaminergic treatment, motor fluctuation, and dyskinesia were more
likely to be present in the group which was rated with higher certainty. The final diagnosis of PD was confirmed
by neuropathological assessment in 85% of the patients in Group III as compared to 30% in Group II and 5% in
Group I.
Conclusions: High certainty (90–100%) had strong positive predictive value (85%) for autopsy-proven PD as
compared to either lower certainty groups (0–49% and 50–89%) which had lower predictive value (5% and 30%
respectively).

Introduction
Currently, the lack of a definitive biomarker for a diagnosis of Par-

kinson’s disease (PD) means a diagnosis still requires neuropatho-

logical confirmation as the gold standard. The clinical diagnosis of

PD relies on the motor symptoms, including bradykinesia, rigidity,

and rest tremor.1 The accuracy of diagnosis can be improved if the

disease is medication-responsive and longer than five years.1 Other

features, such as dyskinesia, motor fluctuations, and hyposmia also

help in improving the accuracy.2 The inaccuracy of diagnosis has

implications for therapeutic, genetic, biomarker, and epidemiologic

studies. This is particularly relevant for research studies involving

early PD patients, especially those never yet treated and where

motor fluctuations and dyskinesia are not yet evident.
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We performed a retrospective study to evaluate whether

assigning a clinical certainty level is helpful in predicting a final

neuropathological diagnosis of PD. We also analyzed which clini-

cal features prompted the physicians to assign a higher level of cer-

tainty of PD diagnosis. The clinical data obtained in this study

were compared with the neuropathological diagnosis.

Methods
Data were obtained from the Arizona Study of Aging and Neuro-

degenerative Disorders (AZSAND).3 All individuals had signed

written informed consent approved by the Banner Sun Health

Research Institute (BSHRI) Institutional Review Board. Subjects

were examined annually by a movement disorders neurologist

and given a clinical diagnosis. Those diagnosed with PD were

assigned to one of four clinical certainty groups, and analysis was

based on the clinical certainty assigned at the last examination

before autopsy (0–9%, 10–49%, 50–89%, and 90–100% certainty).

Certainty was based on clinical examination and clinical history

obtained by the movement disorders neurologist. There were

only five subjects in the 0–9% certainty group so that group was

combined with the 10–49% group, resulting in Group I: 0–49%,

Group II: 50–89%, and Group III: 90–100%.

A lifetime symptom score was calculated for the certainty

groups and is the sum score of the following nine symptoms: bra-

dykinesia, rest tremor, rigidity, postural instability, asymmetric

onset, motor fluctuations, and dyskinesia present in one of their

clinical visits (cumulative presence in their lifetime) and if they

had responded to treatment or persistent asymmetry at their last

clinical visit before autopsy (one-time presence at their last visit).

The final clinical-neuropathologic diagnosis was made by a sin-

gle neuropathologist (T.G.B.) based on clinical information, and

neuropathologic criteria described previously.4 Parkinsonism

NOS was pathologically defined as a subject found to have no

clear pathology causing the clinical findings of parkinsonism.

Statistical Analysis
Mean levels were compared among groups by using one-way

analysis of variance and proportions were compared by using the

Pearson chi-square test. The Fisher exact test was used instead of

the Pearson chi-square test if the minimum expected cell count

was less than five. The certainty data was also compared between

the first and last visit and the change in certainty rating over time

was analyzed. Chi-square test was used to examine the association

between the lifetime symptom score and the PD certainty group.

Results
A total of 275 subjects were included in the study. The demo-

graphics and baseline characteristics are listed in Table 1. Individ-

uals rated with the highest certainty (90–100%) had an earlier age

at last visit (mean 79.4 years), earlier age at death (mean 80.6

years), earlier age at onset (mean 66.1 years), and longer disease

duration (mean 14.5 years). Group III also had more severe clini-

cal findings with higher UPDRS III score (mean 40.8) and higher

Hoehn & Yahr stage (mean 3.31).

The clinical features for Groups I, II, and III are shown in

Table 2. Rigidity, postural instability, asymmetric onset, current

response to treatment, motor fluctuations, and dyskinesia were

more likely to be present in Group III. As shown in Fig. 1, the

final diagnosis of PD was confirmed by neuropathological assess-

ment in 85% of the subjects in group III, 30% in group II, and 5%

in group I.

Among the 275 subjects, 106 had only one clinical visit with

PD certainty data before their autopsy; 169 subjects had two or

more clinical visits before their autopsy. For these 169 subjects,

PD certainty data were compared from first to the last visit. The

mean duration between the first and last visit was 4.4 years.

As shown in Table 3, PD certainty increased in 24 (14.2%) sub-

jects, stayed the same in 139 (82.2%) subjects, and decreased in 6

(3.6%) subjects. Of the 24 subjects with increased PD certainty, 2

of 7 subjects who had PD certainty increased from 0%–49% to

50%–89% had PD confirmed by autopsy, while 14 of the 17 sub-

jects who had PD certainty increase from 0%–49% or 50%–89%

to 90%–100% had PD confirmed by autopsy.

Of the six subjects who had decreased PD certainty, two went

from 50%–89% at first visit to 0%–49% at last visit and neither had

PD at autopsy. Four subjects had PD certainty decrease from

90%–100% at first visit to 50%–89% at last visit yet all had PD

pathologically.

TABLE 1 Demographics of Subjects Included in the Study

Group I
(0–49% certainty)

Group II
(50–89% certainty)

Group III
(90–100% certainty) p

N 80 56 139 --
Female, n (%) 44 (55%) 22 (39%) 45 (32%) 0.004
Age at last visit, years, mean (SD) 84.6 (6.2) 83.4 (6.3) 79.4 (7.0) <0.001
Age at death, years, mean (SD) 89.1 (6.2) 86.4 (6.6) 80.6 (6.9) <0.001
Age at onset, years, mean (SD) [number of subjects with

available information]
84.0 (7.8) [18] 77.6 (9.0) [42] 66.1 (10.4) [139] <0.001

Disease duration, years, mean (SD) [number of subjects with
available information]

5.6 (3.6) [18] 8.2 (5.2) [42] 14.5 (7.2) [139] <0.001

Hoehn & Yahr stage, mean (SD) [number of subjects with
available information]

1.12 (1.26) [79] 2.78 (1.18) [55] 3.31 (0.90) [138] <0.001

Total UPDRS III (OFF state), mean (SD) [number of subjects with
available information]

11.2 (7.4) [79] 24.5 (19.2) [54] 40.8 (16.6) [94] <0.001
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Table 4 shows the correlation between the lifetime symptom

score and the PD certainty group. This correlation was significant

by Chi-square test (p < 0.0001).

The pathologic findings in Group I did not reveal one particu-

lar disease by pathology. Some subjects were found to have

dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB; 4%, all with AD), incidental

Lewy body disease (ILBD; 14%), progressive supranuclear palsy

(PSP; 4%), Alzheimer’s disease (25%), vascular dementia (10%),

and aging-related tau astrogliopathy (ARTAG; 15%). In Group

III subjects with the highest certainty for PD, multiple system

atrophy (2 cases), PSP (9 cases), parkinsonism NOS (9 cases), and

DLB (1 case) were the final diagnoses in those who did not have

PD by autopsy criteria.

Discussion
Giving a clinical certainty rating for Parkinson’s disease may have

value depending on the clinical or research question being asked.

This study showed that subjects rated with a higher certainty

(90–100%) for a clinical diagnosis of PD had strong positive pre-

dictive value (85%) for autopsy-proven PD compared to those

with a lower certainty rating (0–49% and 50–89%) having lower

predictive value (5% and 30%, respectively). Assigning a level of

certainty for the diagnosis of PD may be a useful adjunct to enrol-

ment criteria in a research trial or stratification for genetic, epide-

miologic or biomarker studies.

The clinicians assigned a higher level of certainty for subjects

with advanced disease (mean disease duration 14.5 years) as the

mean total UPDRS scores and Hoehn & Yahr stage were higher

in the highest certainty group. The subjects assigned with a low

level of certainty had shorter disease duration, reconfirming that

positive predictive value of PD diagnosis is poor in short-duration

subjects.1 With longitudinal assessment, few subjects had a

decrease in certainty while 24 subjects had an increase in certainty

on follow-up. Certain features, such as dyskinesia and motor fluc-

tuations, appear later in the disease course and can prompt clini-

cians to assign a higher level of certainty.1 The overall lifetime

symptom score was highest in Group III as the patients with PD

eventually develop other signs that support the diagnosis. The

higher lifetime symptom score also correlated with a higher level

of certainty. Despite being in the highest certainty group, the pos-

itive predictive value for pathologically proven PD is only 85%

and reinforces the fact that post-mortem pathological diagnosis

TABLE 2 Clinical Features

Group I
(0–49%
certainty)

Group II
(50–89%
certainty)

Group III
(90–100%
certainty) p

Rest tremor 55% 69% 64% .22
Bradykinesia 66% 98% 100% <.001
Rigidity 15% 67% 89% <.001
Postural

instability
47% 67% 93% <.001

Asymmetric
onset

52% 71% 84% <.001

Persistent
asymmetry

58% 67% 49% .13

Never treated 80 (100%) 32/55 (58%) 0/138 (0%) <.001
Current response

to treatment
NA 11/23

(48%)
129/138

(93%)
<.001

Motor fluctuations 0% 18% 55% .001
Dyskinesia 0% 18% 37% .12

FIG. 1. Final diagnosis of PD confirmed by autopsy.

TABLE 3 Change in the Level of Certainty Between First and
Last Visit

First visit
Last visit before autopsy

0%–49% 50%–89% 90%–100%

0%–49%, (n 5 41) 32 7 2
50%–89%, (n 5 35) 2 18 15
90%–100%, (n 5 93) 0 4 89
Total 34 29 106
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remains the gold standard. There are overlapping clinical features

such as initial response to dopaminergic treatment, dyskinesia, and

motor fluctuation in tauopathies and synucleinopathies, making

an accurate clinical diagnosis difficult.5

The most frequent neuropathologic finding in subjects with

the highest certainty that did not have PD was PSP and parkin-

sonism NOS; this, despite clear findings that suggested typical PD

even after long duration follow-up.6 This data are similar to the

diagnostic accuracy of PD, which was found to be 76% in a study

performed by Hughes et al. The percentage increased to 82% after

applying the recommended criteria.7 Applying the criteria pro-

posed by Hughes et al. to the current three groups (0% of Group

I, 32% of Group II, and 100% of Group III) met their diagnostic

criteria for PD. This is because the subjects in Group I had never

been treated for PD. Our finding is in line with the previous stud-

ies where the accuracy of a clinical diagnosis of PD ranged

between 70 to 94% when pathology was considered as a gold

standard for diagnosis.8

As shown in Table 1, subjects in Group I were older, had an

older age at the onset of symptoms, shorter disease duration, and

less severe disease (low UPDRS scores and H & Y stage). It is pos-

sible that this group represents the mild extrapyramidal signs

(EPS) seen in elderly individuals.9 Mild parkinsonian signs seen in

the elderly population is associated with evidence of cognitive

decline, with one study suggesting that this could represent a pro-

drome of PD.10 In our study, 9 of 41 subjects in Group I had an

increase in the level of certainty on follow-up visit and four of

them had pathologically confirmed PD. Thus, there may be a sub-

group of elderly individuals with mild EPS who go on to develop

PD. However, care is needed, as 30% of the subjects in Group I

did not have any neurodegenerative pathology in the brain. As

previously shown, mild EPS can be seen in AD and cognition

declines more rapidly than others.11 In our study, 25% of the sub-

jects in Group I had a final diagnosis of AD, which was a probable

cause of mild EPS. The presence of small vessel disease can also

cause mild EPS, which can lead to diagnostic confusion.12 Ten

percent of the subjects in Group I had a final neuropathological

diagnosis of vascular dementia, therefore, this etiology of parkin-

sonism should also be considered in elderly patients with mild

EPS. ARTAG has been shown to be present in elderly brains

without any cognitive complaints or neurodegenerative disease.13

It is possible that this pathology in the brain can lead to mild EPS

as it was present in 15% of the subjects in Group I, but further

studies are needed to confirm this finding. The diagnosis of par-

kinsonism is challenging in elderly subjects because of a mixed

clinical picture due to the presence of concomitant pathologies in

the brain found at the time of autopsy.8 Since studies focusing on

the accuracy of diagnosis in late-onset PD are lacking, assigning a

level of certainty can be useful in late-onset disease as elderly indi-

viduals in a higher certainty group are more likely to have PD.8

The importance of the predictive value for PD with a certainty

rating of 1–49% may be useful for research purposes in an elderly

population, especially since these subjects had not been treated

when evaluated.

The current data show that the presence of tremor is not signif-

icantly associated with the level of certainty for PD. A possible

explanation for this finding could be the presence of tremor asso-

ciated with dystonia, drug-induced tremor, or essential tremor

(ET) in the elderly.14 Some patients enrolled in PD studies, with

PD, have been found to have normal presynaptic dopaminergic

imaging (DaT scan). Many of these patients had a predominant

tremor and are labeled SWEDDs (Scans Without Evidence of

Dopaminergic Deficit). A long-term follow-up study of these

patients showed that there was minimal progression and these

patients were unlikely to have PD.15 The tremor in these patients

is usually due to an alternative cause, such as dystonia, vascular,

iatrogenic, etc.16 Rest tremor can also be seen in as many as 50%

of the patients with ET.17 Similarly, the presence of bradykinesia

did not distinguish among higher certainties. It is possible that the

presence of confounding factors in the elderly (e.g., arthritis,

weakness) interfere with the interpretation of bradykinesia.2

Slower movements can also be observed in some patients with

ET, leading to a diagnostic confusion due to the presence of a

concomitant tremor.18 Rigidity is a useful sign when assigning a

level of certainty. The MDS clinical diagnostic criteria for PD

published in 2015 advocate testing for lead-pipe rigidity as isolated

cogwheeling without rigidity (Froment’s sign) can be seen in ET

which can be misleading.2,19

No asymmetry on physical examination is considered as a red

flag for the diagnosis of PD,2 but persistent asymmetry had no

relationship with the level of certainty. The current response to

dopaminergic therapy, documented by improvement in the

symptoms with increasing doses, motor fluctuations (on/off), and

dyskinesia were very helpful in assigning a higher level of

certainty.

Although recent papers have discussed that DLB, Parkinson’s

disease dementia (PDD), and PD should be considered as Lewy

body disorders with different phenotypic presentations.20 In our

study, we have considered DLB as a misdiagnosis because the

recruitment in AZSAND is directed at Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

and PD patients and not patients with DLB.3 Also, there is a sub-

type of DLB patients who do not have parkinsonism and their

clinical presentation can be confused with AD.20

One limitation of this study is the recruitment of subjects from

the same geographical location, racial background, level of educa-

tion, and non-availability of some data for all the subjects.3 The

TABLE 4 Lifetime Symptom Score

Lifetime symptoms pooled together (lifetime symptom score)

Frequency Group I Group II Group III Total

1 13 (16.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 13
2 20 (25.0%) 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 21
3 26 (32.5%) 13 (23.2%) 0 (0%) 39
4 11 (13.8%) 18 (32.1%) 4 (2.9%) 33
5 10 (12.5%) 5 (8.9%) 16 (11.5%) 31
6 0 (0%) 13 (23.2%) 30 (21.6%) 43
7 0 (0%) 3 (5.4%) 39 (28.1%) 42
8 0 (0%) 3 (5.4%) 26 (18.7%) 29
9 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 24 (17.3%) 24
Total 80 56 139 275
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current response to treatment, motor fluctuations, and dyskinesia

can only be assessed with dopaminergic therapy, therefore, using

certainty rating may not be helpful in drug na€ıve subjects (i.e.,

Group I).

In conclusion, further development and incorporation of PD

clinical certainty ratings may be a useful step for clinical practice

and research. In this paper, we have pointed out certain clinical

factors which increase the diagnostic certainty and others, such as

tremor, which may not improve diagnostic accuracy.
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